
LUXURY CREAMS



THE LU XUR IOUS WOR LD OF 
UTIQUE IS A PLACE WHER E SUBTLE 
A RT M EETS STATE-OF-THE-A RT, 
A DVA NCED TECHNOLOGY 
Exclusive UTIQUE brand was created out of the dream of a perfect 
and flawless harmony of the body and soul. While drawing on precious 
natural resources, we have also made use of the latest discoveries 
of contemporary science to offer you cosmetics that will surprise 
you with their effectiveness and make that the daily beauty routine 
becomes a fascinating ritual. Be enchanted by our new pieces of art 
in which we have contained carefully selected recipes and innovative 
compositions. With those small masterpieces, your bathroom will 
turn into a palace bath house and your skin will regain its healthy and 
beautiful appearance, becoming your greatest asset. Let yourself be 
enchanted by the magic of the UTIQUE world by introducing to your 
daily beauty routine a touch and scent of true luxury.



L.C.G.S MC 8.0 
A STEP TOWARDS ETERNAL YOUTH 

The unique complex formula, L.C.G.S MC 8.0, contained in our face creams (day, night and eye creams) has 
been developed using the latest research in the field of epigenetics, specifically to meet the needs of FM WORLD. 
It affects the synthesis of two key proteins which are responsible for looking young. These are fibronectin, which 
fills the intercellular structure of the skin by interacting with collagen and proteoglycans, as well as p53 proteins, 
which are involved in the process of DNA renewal. Thanks to this, the formula has strong anti-ageing properties, 
regenerating and smoothing the skin. In addition, L.C.G.S MC 8.0 reduces the negative effects of electromagnetic 
radiation, which include UV radiation and blue light. It also has a great effect on the regeneration of the epidermis 
and effectively protects against oxidative stress.

OUR UTIQUE CREAMS CONTAIN REVOLUTIONARY  

COMPLEXES SPECIFICALLY SELECTED FOR FM WORLD

EPIGENETICS – THE NEW DIMENSION OF ANTI-AGEING COSMETICS 
Epigenetics is a revolutionary subfield of genetics which investigates the influence of external factors on 
gene activity. An example that easily illustrates this relationship are identical twins – even though they have 
the same DNA, during their lifetime, they can develop individual characteristics due to factors such as diet, 
stress, physical activity or environmental pollution. Epigenetics looks into how various factors regulate gene 

activity – what reinforces their expression and what suppresses them. Using science and combining  
this knowledge with the highest-quality ingredients, we are able to influence the genes responsible for  
the condition of your skin. Based on that knowledge, we have created unique L.C.G.S MC 8.0 and  
L.C.G.S MC 4.0 complexes.

L.C.G.S MC 4.0 
INNOVATION IN THE WORLD OF COSMETICS 

The revolutionary complex formula L.C.G.S MC 4.0, carefully selected for FM WORLD and contained in the 
ANTI-AGING ELIXIR FACE SERUM, has strong anti-ageing properties. It intensively regenerates and smooths 
your complexion, perfectly preparing your skin for application of further cosmetics and increasing their effect 
through synergy.  



VOLUMENIC PLUS MC 12.0 
COSMETIC BREAST LIPOFILLING 

To meet the desires of contemporary women who dream of having alluring, firm and fuller breasts, we have 
enriched our ULTRA FIRMING BUST CREAM with a unique complex formula created exclusively for FM WORLD  
– Volumenic Plus MC 12.0. Inspired by Chinese and Far Eastern medicine, it stimulates the process of differentiating 
and maturing fat cells and supports the process of lipid storage. The effect is socalled ”cosmetic lipofilling”, which 
increases the volume of the breast fat tissue, making it a great alternative to aesthetic medical treatments.

ADVANCED BODY CARE 
Using pioneer technologies, we have used valuable active ingredients of proven record to select unique 
complexes that are an excellent alternative for aesthetic medicine procedures: VOLUMENIC PLUS MC 12.0 
and SLIMENUM ULTRA³ MC 16.0. Their unique properties make that they not only have  

a direct effect on the surface of the skin, but they also interact with the skin’s cells, stimulating the natural 
biological processes. Thanks to this, they ensure visible and long-lasting results. In combination with unique 
components, they create luxurious body care products that will delight you with the effects and will make 
your skin regain its radiance of a beautiful and healthy look.

SLIMENUM ULTRA³ MC 16.0 
THE BODY SHAPING EXPERT 

We are never one to compromize – our only focus is effective results. This is why, specifically for FM WORLD, top-class 
specialists have combined the highest-quality raw materials and used next-generation technologies to create the 
ground-breaking complex formula Slimenum Ultra³ MC 16.0. This highly specialized formula, contained in the  
FIRMING COMPLEX BODY CREAM, helps to reduce the volume of accumulated body fat, visibly slimming your  
figure and minimizing skin irregularities. This means that the cream is able to shape your body, producing results  
similar to those of ultrasound procedures.

UNIQUE COMPLEXES CREATED FOR FM WORLD ARE AN EXCELLENT 

ALTERNATIVE FOR AESTHETIC MEDICINE PROCEDURES



ROYAL PERFECTION DAY CREAM
This cream is a sophisticated combination of the highest-quality active ingredients and advanced 
technology for intensive hydration, firming and skin regeneration. This meticulously designed,  
ultra-rejuvenating formula coats your complexion, shielding it from the negative effects of electromagnetic 
radiation, which include UV radiation and blue light. It effectively protects your skin against oxidative 
stress and greatly contributes to the regeneration of the epidermis. ROYAL PERFECTION DAY CREAM, 
developed using cutting-edge research in the field of epigenetics and containing our unique complex 
formula L.C.G.S MC 8.0, deeply penetrates the skin’s structure to noticeably smooth and fill the skin, clearly 
reducing the appearance of wrinkles. Its effect on skin regeneration is phenomenal, instantly firming your 
skin and restoring its natural glow. Your skin will become more resilient, elastic, better moisturised and 
softer to the touch. Treat your skin with the most powerful combination of nutrients.

L.C.G.S MC 8.0 COMPLEX FORMULA – PROTECTS YOUR SKIN’S YOUTHFUL LOOK
The meticulously developed formula of our cream contains a complex created with the use of the following 
epigenetic processes that were specially selected for FM WORLD – L.S.G.S MC 8.0 It reduces the negative 
effects of electromagnetic radiation, which includes, among others, UV radiation and blue light. In addition,  
it effectively protects against oxidative stress and has an is very powerful in helping the epidermis to recover.  

ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION   
– INVISIBLE THREAT TO YOUR SKIN
Electromagnetic radiation is an environmental stress factor. Blue light, 
which is the light that the screens of laptops and smartphones, has higher 
energy than UV radiation, therefore penetrates much deeper into the 
skin layers. It disturbs the natural metabolism of skin cells and thus causes 
the formation of free radicals and weakens the antioxidant processes.
Under the influence of the electromagnetic radiation, the skin begins to 
age faster and is more susceptible to irritation. In addition, traditional  
UV filters do not protect us against its harmful effects. 

FUSION OF CAREFULLY SELECTED PRECIOUS INGREDIENTS FOR YOUR SKIN: 
 ` Tripeptide-38 – powerful new-generation peptide with a strong anti-wrinkle property. It strengthens the synthesis of the  
6 major components of the extracellular matrix and dermoepidermal junction, such as collagen and hyaluronic acid, as well  
as the synthesis of the HSP47 chaperone protein, which is an indispensable element for the maturation and stabilisation  
of collagen fibres. Thanks to this, it fills wrinkles from the inside, producing the effect of visibly smoother and fuller skin.

 ` Ultra-modern antioxidant – it activates only when exposed to UV radiation and offers your skin long-term protection  
against free radicals. Your complexion will never again look grey and tired, and your skin will become more resistant to  
the negative effects of external factors responsible for its ageing.

 ` Low-molecular-weight hyaluronic acid – it is a natural polysaccharide that fills the spaces between the collagen fibres,  
perfectly moisturising your skin, improving its elasticity, and making it look younger.

 ` Biotin – a substance that is naturally part of our body. It fantastically stimulates intracellular metabolism of the skin,  
significantly improving its condition. It increases the regeneration of the epidermis, moisturizes and supports the  
performance of sebaceous glands.

 ` Pullulan – has a unique ability to retain water inside skin cells, effectively preventing its excessive loss. It stimulates  
the natural protective barrier of the skin, contributing to its proper firmness and hydration.

 ` Coenzyme Q10 and carnitine complex – a combination of two key molecules of the ATP synthesis that supplies skin  
cells with energy. Coenzyme Q10 is an excellent antioxidant which slows down skin ageing processes by combating  
free radicals and stimulating skin regeneration. In addition, it also supports the protection of the skin against photo-ageing.

FORMATION  
OF FREE RADICALS

INCREASED SUSCEPTIBILITY  
TO IRRITATION

SLOWER REGENERATION

LOSS OF FIRMNESS



ADVANCED AGE CONTROL NIGHT CREAM
Thanks to a wealth of carefully selected, highly anti-ageing, firming active ingredients that 
penetrate the skin during sleep, you will amaze the world every morning with a perfectly 
moisturised, regenerated and smooth complexion. The carefully developed cream formula 
contains the revolutionary L.C.G.S MC 8.0 complex, which has been specially selected for 
FM WORLD. This complex formula works in synergy with extracts from the meristem of the 
edelweiss flower, enriched with shea butter, producing a strong lifting effect, making your skin 
more elastic and successfully delaying the skin ageing process. The cream gently brightens 
the skin and works efficiently to improve its appearance, visually reducing wrinkles and lifting 
the loose skin around the neck. Your complexion will finally become more elastic, better 
moisturised and brilliantly firm. At last, it will regain its natural glow, thanks to regeneration and 
perfect nutrition. ADVANCED AGE CONTROL NIGHT CREAM will improve the appearance of 
your skin and help you greet each new day looking even more beautiful.

L.C.G.S MC 8.0 COMPLEX FORMULA – THE PROTECTION AND REGENERATION OF YOUR SKIN’S DNA
This carefully developed cream formula contains an innovative complex L.S.G.S MC 8.0 based on epigenetic 
research, which has been selected specifically for FM WORLD. It affects the synthesis of two proteins that 
are of key importance to a youthful appearance: fibronectin, which interacts with, among others, collagen and 
proteoglycans, and protein p53, which participates in DNA regeneration. Therefore, it has strong anti-aging 
effects – it regenerates the skin and keeps it smooth.

P53 PROTEIN AND FIBRONECTIN – YOUTH PROTEINS
An innovative complex L.C.G.S MC 8.0 is a truly revolutionary ingredient on the market of the luxurious anti-ageing 
cosmetics. It affects the synthesis of two proteins – fibronectin and p53 protein and improves its condition. 

• FIBRONECTIN is a key ingredient in the process of skin regeneration, wound healing and general condition of epidermal 
cells. The decomposition of fibronectin, caused by external factors, leads to faster skin aging, as well as easier formation 
of wrinkles.

• P53 PROTEIN is called the guardian of the genome. Oxidative stress, being one of the main physiological factors 
of skin aging can lead to DNA damage. The p53 protein participates in many cellular processes, including DNA 
regeneration, and regulates apoptosis, i.e. the process of natural death of body cells.

THE PIONEERING GENERATION OF VITAMIN A
Among the many vitamin A derivatives available on the market - including the common alcohol derivative (retinol) 
or aldehyde (retinal) - in our cream we used an ester derivative of retinoic acid. It is characterized by high stability  
and biological activity. For this reason, acid derivatives are used e.g. in medicines. It has a low irritant potential  
and is therefore gentle for the skin.

REVOLUTIONARY INGREDIENTS WHICH PENETRATE YOUR SKIN WHILE YOU SLEEP: 
 ` The latest, milder generation of the vitamin A derivative  (retinoic acid ester) – it is currently one of the most effective anti-wrinkle substances.  
It is characterised by high stability and low skin irritation. It gently brightens the epidermis (including age spots), reduces the visibility of wrinkles,  
evens out the skin surface and clearly improves its appearance.

 ` Extract from the meristem of the edelweiss flower – due to the extreme rarity of this plant, the extract is obtained using the advanced HTNTM method which 
preserves the natural balance of the ecosystem. It counters the effects of oxidative stress caused by air pollution and UV radiation. In addition, it also has  
a strong lifting effect on the loose skin around the neck, visibly lifts the cheeks and smooths out the so-called „crow’s feet”. Your complexion will never 
again look grey and tired, while your skin will become more resistant to the negative effects of external factors responsible for its ageing.

 ` Shea butter – oil from the African tree named the Mangifolia tree leaves your skin perfectly soft and hydrated.

 ` Betaine – a highly specialised ingredient of vegetable origin with a unique structure that makes it a strong skin moisturiser, strengthening its lipid barrier, 
and contributing to the stabilisation of the water balance of the skin cells.

 ` Sunflower oil – rich in unsaturated fatty acids, vitamin E, lecithin and carotenes perfectly nourishes and moisturizes the skin.

 ` Urea – an extraordinary moisturising substance, it smooths the skin, supporting the regeneration and renewal of the epidermis.  
Thanks to its unique water-binding properties, it makes the skin extremely soft and supple.



EYE CREAM COMPLEX
This perfect composition of highest-quality raw materials perfectly firms and moisturises the delicate 
skin around the eyes. The cream gently brightens unsightly dark circles under the eyes, leaving the 
skin tight and extremely refreshed. The phenomenal correlation of ingredients – the unique complex 
formula L.C.G.S MC 8.0, caffeine, low-molecular-weight hyaluronic acid and Albizia julibrissin extract 
and darutoside – visually smooths out ”crow’s feet” and reduces puffiness of the upper eyelids, 
noticeably restoring their smooth appearance. EYE CREAM COMPLEX will help your complexion 
appear more radiant than ever before.

L.C.G.S MC 8.0 COMPLEX FORMULA – ADVANCED CARE FOR THE SKIN AROUND YOUR EYES
UV radiation and blue light have adverse effects on the sensitive skin around the eyes – they lead to oxidative 
stress and also contribute to the formation of expression lines, which can be caused by excessive squinting, 
for example. This is why our cream has been enriched with a complex formula created using epigenetic 
mechanisms – L.C.G.S MC 8.0. It works in two ways: it reduces the negative effects of electromagnetic 
radiation and also supports the regeneration and smoothing of the skin, delaying the ageing process.  

COMPLEX RESPONSE TO THE PROBLEMS OF    
DELICATE SKIN AROUND THE EYES: 

 ` perfectly moisturizes the skin

 ` visually reduces wrinkles 

 ` improves skin elasticity, also of the upper eyelid 

 ` lightens the unattractive dark under-eye circles, reducing the signs of fatigue

 ` makes skin visibly firmer

THE IDEAL COMPOSITION OF INNOVATIVE INGREDIENTS THAT WILL TAKE PERFECT CARE  
OF THE DELICATE SKIN AROUND YOUR EYES: 

 ` Persian silk tree and darutoside extract complex – it stimulates collagen synthesis and has a positive effect on the process of skin 
regeneration, visibly smoothing out the so-called ”crow’s feet”. It brightens dark circles under the eyes, removing any signs of fatigue. 
In addition, it reduces the looseness of the upper eyelids, noticeably restoring their firmness.

 ` Low-molecular-weight hyaluronic acid – it greatly penetrates the skin, which allows it to improve the firmness of the skin  
and its elasticity.

 ` Cyclic peptide and ectoine complex – the unique structure of the peptide is an absolute breakthrough in the cosmetics market. 
Thanks to its cyclical shape, it attaches itself perfectly to the receptors signalling the renewal of collagen in the dermis, effectively 
contributing to the stimulation of its production. The complex thoroughly moisturises and visibly reduces wrinkles, increasing the 
firmness of your skin.

 ` Caffeine – stimulates microcirculation, gently brightening unsightly dark circles under the eyes.

 ` Polyglyceryl-3 PCA – ensures the perfect water balance of skin cells, restoring the correct moisture of the skin and protecting  
it against excessive dryness.

 ` Panthenol and allantoin – famous for their excellent soothing properties, bringing relief to the thin skin around the eyes which 
is particularly susceptible to irritation. In addition, it intensely moisturises it and stimulates the renewal and regeneration of the 
epidermis.

EXCELLENT ALTERNATIVE FOR BLEPHAROPLASTY 
EYE CREAM COMPLEX is a pioneer product in luxury anti-ageing cosmetics. It contains a complex of an extract from Albizia julibrissin 
and darutoside that stimulates collagen synthesis and contributes to the skin regeneration process, optically stretching out the so-called 
“crow’s feet”. Additionally, it has a lifting effect on the sagging upper eyelids, showing comparable effects with blepharoplasty.



ANTI-AGING ELIXIR FACE SERUM
Highly concentrated cosmetic agent created using cutting-edge active ingredients. The revolutionary 
complex L.C.G.S MC 4.0, specially selected for FM WORLD, intensively regenerates and smooths your 
complexion, preparing it for application of further cosmetics and enhancing their effect. The precious 
combination of caviar extract and trace metals – gold, silver and platinum – works effectively to delay 
the skin ageing process. The combination of lipodipeptide and a valuable phytoestrogen complex, 
alongside the latest, milder generation of vitamin A derivative, intensifies the anti-wrinkle properties 
of the serum. The cosmetic agent gently brightens discolorations and improves the appearance of your 
skin. It prevents the skin from sagging, noticeably enhancing facial contouring. At last, your skin will be 
perfectly moisturised and smooth.

L.C.G.S MC 4.0 COMPLEX FORMULA – PERFECT COMPLEMENT TO YOUR DAY AND NIGHT CARE ROUTINE
A revolutionary L.C.G.S MC 4.0 serum’s exceptional formula contains a revolutionary complex, selected 
specifically for FM WORLD, created on the basis of the latest research in the field of epigenetics, which is 
labelled the future of cosmetology. It has strong anti-aging effects, intensively regenerating and smoothing  
the skin. It perfectly prepares the skin for the application of other beauty products, interacting synergistically  
with them and enhancing their effects.  

INTENSIVE ACTION THANKS TO PRECIOUS INGREDIENTS: 
 ` The latest, milder generation of the vitamin A derivative (retinoic acid ester) – strong  
anti-ageing substance which visibly reduces wrinkles and effectively smooths your skin.  
The ester derivative of retinoic acid used in the serum is characterised by its high stability  
and low skin irritation potential. It gently brightens discolourations, including age  
spots, and clearly improves skin appearance.

 ` Lipodipeptide – biomimetic peptide whose structure is based on the tyrosine-arginine dipeptide 
naturally occurring in the skin. By stimulating the synthesis of elastin, it prevents the skin from 
sagging, noticeably enhancing facial contouring.

 ` Valuable complex of phytoestrogens, which contains extracts of green bean, pea, broad 
bean and soybean sprouts. Thanks to the fact that these extracts are obtained from sprouts, 
rather than mature plants, they are rich in active ingredients, such as proteins, vitamins and 
phytohormones. They exhibit anti-ageing and anti-wrinkle properties, boost the functioning  
of the sebaceous glands, regulating the secretion of sebum.

 ` The precious combination of caviar extract and trace metals – gold, silver, platinum – effectively 
delays the skin ageing process, visibly reducing wrinkles.

 ` Lactitol and xylitol – are unique moisturising substances that support the proper functioning of  
the bacterial flora of the skin, improving its condition and strengthening its natural protective barrier.

 ` Vitamin E – an excellent antioxidant that effectively neutralizes free radicals, slowing down  
skin aging processes and wrinkles.

BIOMIMETIC PEPTIDE – YOUR PERFECT SKIN CARE
A unique composition of the ANTI-AGING ELIXIR FACE SERUM contains revolutionary biomimetic peptide, which replicates 
the structure of the skin’s components. Thanks to this, it has a much more powerful effect on our skin, by not only by providing 
valuable active ingredients, but also by positively influencing its performance and general condition.

INNOVATOVE COSMETIC THAT PREVENTS GRAVITATY EFFECTS
Highly concentrated, breakthrough formula of the serum intensively regenerates and smoothens the skin, significantly reducing 
the visibility of wrinkles. Thanks to lipodipeptide it stimulates elastin synthesis, prevents the sagging of the skin. This specialized 
cosmetic will improve the condition of your skin, making it incredibly firm and elastic.



ULTRA FIRMING BUST CREAM
With the needs of modern women in mind, we have created the highly concentrated ULTRA FIRMING 
BUST CREAM, which provides a great alternative to invasive breast modelling surgery. Our advanced 
formula contains the unique complex Volumenic Plus MC 12.0, specially selected for FM WORLD, 
which, combined with high concentrations of raw materials with scientifically proven effects, improves 
the appearance of the breasts in a revolutionary way. They will become firmer, visually bigger and fuller. 
The perfectly selected composition helps to maintain and correct the shape of the breasts. Rediscover 
and love your most feminine features.

VOLUMENIC PLUS MC 12.0 COMPLEX FORMULA – INSPIRED BY THE BEAUTY OF THE FEMALE BODY
Drawing from Chinese medicine and using innovative technologies, we have selected the breakthrough 
Volumenic Plus MC 12.0 complex formula. It stimulates the maturation and differentiation of the fat cells and 
supports the process of lipid storage. The effect is the so-called ”cosmetic lipofilling”,  which increases the volume  
of the breast fat tissue, making this formula a great alternative to aesthetic medical treatments.  

MULTIDIMENSIONAL EFFECT 
Over time, our skin becomes saggy, loses elasticity and firmness. As a result of the aging process, the connective tissue is weaker. 
With the help of advanced biotechnologically active ingredients, this process can be effectively slowed down or even minimized.  
An algae and pullulan complex contained in ULTRA FIRMING BUST CREAM has a multi-dimensional effect on the bust, 
ensuring fast and long-term effects.

 

FAST EFFECTS: creates a thin film on the skin, which immediately and perceptibly tightens the bust

LONG-TERM EFFECTS: perfectly protects the skin against oxidative stress, stimulates the formation of collagen,  
while strengthening the subcutaneous tissue and improving the firmness of the bust skin

PERFECTLY SELECTED INGREDIENTS TO ENSURE  
THE IDEAL SHAPE OF YOUR BREASTS: 

 ` The extract of brown algae from the Dictyoptales family, which are 
obtained from the sea using an eco-friendly method, is extremely rich in plant 
pheromones. It improves the nutrition of the fat cells, making your breasts 
visibly bigger and fuller.

 ` The complex of algae and pullulan which is rich in amino acids, 
polysaccharides, vitamins C and B12, strengthens the fibres of the 
subcutaneous tissue, preserving and correcting the shape of the breasts.

 ` Vitamin E – owing to its antioxidant properties, it is called the vitamin  
of youth. It moisturises the skin, nourishing it and helping to keep it in  
an excellent condition.

 ` Glycerin – it penetrates into the deeper layers of the skin, providing  
perfect moisturisation.

EFFICIENT BUST LIFTING  
Extremely concentrated ULTRA FIRMING BUST CREAM by highly concentrated active ingredients ensures fast and visual  
lifting effect. Moreover, thanks to its sensational texture it spreads on the skin perfectly, leaving the bust skin fantastically  
tight, firm and deeply moisturized.



FIRMING COMPLEX BODY CREAM
A compilation of the best ingredients and breakthrough technology to shape your figure. Based on 
cutting-edge scientific research, we have created a unique complex formula Slimenum Ultra³ MC 16.0, 
which we have combined with high concentrations of raw materials that stimulate the processes behind 
burning fat. This has resulted in an innovative formula that consolidates the skin’s structure and helps to 
reduce the symptoms of cellulite in a revolutionary way. Innovative ingredients in the cream support the 
processes behind reducing body fat and prevent the skin from sagging, by making it more hydrated and 
resilient. A beautiful and healthy-looking body will become your trademark.

SLIMENUM ULTRA³ MC 16.0 COMPLEX FORMULA – 3-D BODY SHAPING
Specifically, for FM WORLD, excellent specialists have combined top-quality ingredients and used new-generation 
technologies to create a groundbreaking complex of Slimenum Ultra³ MC 16.0 to reshape your body. That highly 
specialized formula contained in the FIRMING COMPLEX BODY CREAM reduces the volume of fat deposits, 
visibly slimming down the body and reducing the unevenness of the skin. As a result, it shapes your figure, providing  
the 3D effects that are comparable to those of ultrasonic procedures.  

COMPILATION OF THE BEST INGREDIENTS WHICH WILL  
PERFECTLY SHAPE YOUR FIGURE: 

 ` Xymenic acid – extract obtained from sandalwood seeds, it significantly elasticises the skin, 
making it tight and supple. It reduces the signs of cellulite, while at the same increasing the 
efficiency of the skin’s antioxidant mechanisms, enhancing its protection against oxidative  
stress and ensuring its beautiful, healthy appearance.

 ` The valuable combination of marine algae and vegetable proteins ensures a visible lifting .

 ` Extract of bougainvillea, a precious plant originating from South America, is a technologically 
advanced ingredient that has a twofold effect on the skin. It supports the processes of reducing  
body fat and prevents the skin from sagging, by increasing the synthesis of proteoglycans,  
collagen and elastin.

 ` Biotin – is a complex organic compound that has a precious effect on the human body.  
It moisturises the skin, improving its firmness.

MULTI-LEVEL REINVIGORATION OF YOUR SKIN   
As fat tissue increases, the structure of our skin weakens. In order for it to be firm, smooth and elastic again, it is necessary to provide ingredients 
that will help it regain balance. Thanks to the extract from bougainville the high-performance FIRMING COMPLEX BODY CREAM works on two 
skin levels:

 ` at the extracellular matrix level of the skin increases the synthesis of proteoglycans, collagen and elastin, which strengthen the connective 
tissue and perfectly improve the elasticity and tension of the skin, effectively preventing sagging,

 ` at the subcutaneous level it supports lipolysis - accelerates the breakdown of triglycerides accumulated in adipocytes, superbly supporting  
fat reduction processes.

EFFECTIVE AND LONG-LASTING EFFECTS  
The perfect combination of high concentrations of active ingredients makes FIRMING COMPLEX BODY CREAM that its regular use ensures visible 
effects of tension, firmness and slimming of the silhouette and a significant reduction of the volume of fatty tissue.
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